
SOCIAL MEDIA 
USE AND BEST PRACTICES



SOCIAL NETWORKING 101
Social networking sites, or social media, are online 
platforms that allow you to connect with other users and 
to create content and post/share text and images with 
others in your network. Each social media channel has a 
unique function or premise.

Twitter: “Micro blogging” site that allows users to post text snippets 
no longer than 140 characters. (Plus photos or video).

LinkedIn: A professional networking site where users post resumes 
and connect with potential employers or others based on industry.

Instagram: A photography-based social media site that can be 
linked to other social media accounts. 

Snapchat: Users can take photos, add creative editing or layer text 
over the photo/video, and send it to a friend. The image disappears 
after being viewed. (Sort of).

WhatsApp: An encrypted messaging platform that is nearly 
impossible to hack or decode, frustrating law enforcement.

https://www.pinterest.com/
https://www.snapchat.com/download
https://www.reddit.com/r/minnesota/
https://www.whatsapp.com/
https://www.flickr.com/about
https://medium.com/@vine/vine-update-59426a5adfab
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/talkingtech/2017/03/27/whatsapp-what-you-need-know-popular-messaging-app/99680780/?hootPostID=4359db4d525922776793ebd8f8c25682


Assume everything is public

You can’t control what others do with your posts or who 
in their network might see it.

SCREENSHOT
Anything you write or post can be saved 
with the snap of a shutter. Even if you 
delete it, someone else might not. 

RETWEET/REPOST
You might think you’re posting something 
for those in your inner circle, but if they 
repost it, depending on your privacy 
settings (and theirs), it has the potential to 
reach many more people than intended.

LIKES AND COMMENTS
People can see when you “like” something 
or comment on someone else’s post. And, 
on the flipside, the greater community can 
see your posts based on the likes and 
comments it receives.



WHO CAN SEE MY STUFF?

YOU HAVE SOME CONTROL G E T  TO  K N OW  YO U R  S E T T I N G S  
A N D  U S E  T H E M  W I S E LY



Professional

PrivateFriends

There’s no such thing as complete anonymity or privacy online. 
People can and will connect the dots.

Another caution: People can and will find misinformation about you.

Have you ever googled yourself? 
Try also Pipl.com.

https://www.google.com/
https://pipl.com/


SOCIAL MEDIA AND 
EMPLOYMENT 
CONSIDERATIONS

As public employees, we have special 

responsibilities:

• People associate you with your 
employer…even away from the office 

• Don’t discuss private info related to a case

• No disparaging remarks about…anyone

• Inappropriate and offensive material is 
off-limits



WHAT YOUR 
EMPLOYEES SHOULD 
UNDERSTAND

The main points:

• On or off duty, you represent this office

• The reputation and credibility of this office 
and our work are at stake

The gist: 

Be professional and respectful. Assume 
everyone in this office and in the public can 
see your stuff. (Because they could).



The purpose (the best part?) of social 
media is finding people, connecting with 
them, and having a space to share 
information.

Just be smart about it.

PROS:
- Keep in touch with people
- Easily share content
- Finding information or groups with similar 

interests
- Breaking news and alerts
- You control what message you send

CONS:
- Hard to control who sees/shares your stuff
- “Offensive” and “inappropriate” are 

vague and subjective
- Uninvited/unwelcome commentary (trolls)
- Harassment
- Hacks



The other electronic messaging system: 
EMAIL

• Your work emails are subject to data requests. 

• Don’t assume exemption or privilege. 

• Someone has to read every single email to make that determination.

• You can’t control what recipient or third party does with email. 

• Be respectful and professional; follow the usage policies.

• If it’s personal, use personal email or text. 



WHAT YOU DO AND 
SAY ONLINE CAN COME 
BACK TO BITE YOU

Palmer Case, 2016 WL 4098744, at *4 (D. Minn. July 28, 2016)

After expressly acknowledging that she was “not supposed to talk politics anymore,” Palmer defied her 
boss's instructions and “talked politics” — endorsing an article [on Facebook] that criticized police officers 
such as those whom Palumbo represents and the political party to which many thousands of Palumbo's 
constituents belong. At a minimum, Palmer showed terrible judgment.

There are myriad examples of online 
behavior or statements that have landed 
people in hot water or prompted pillory by 
the internet.

Some make the news. 

Some don’t, 
but they end up in court.

https://www.nytimes.com/2015/02/15/magazine/how-one-stupid-tweet-ruined-justine-saccos-life.html?_r=0
http://abcnews.go.com/International/woman-fired-tweet-aids-africa-sparks-internet-outrage/story?id=21298519


“…YA, BUT IT’S A FREE COUNTRY”
True.  

And the First Amendment says something about the government 
not “abridging the freedom of speech.”

But your “government” is 
also your employer.  

And your employer can 
establish reasonable 
employment-related 
speech restrictions.

The Supreme Court has repeatedly stressed 
that “public employees do not surrender all
their First Amendment rights by reason of their 
employment.”  

Garcetti v. Ceballos, 547 U.S. 410, 417 (2006).



SO WHERE IS THE LINE DRAWN?
RIGHT TO FREE SPEECH  /  MAINTAIN A CIVIL AND PRODUCTIVE GOV’T DEPT?

• “I HAVE A 1ST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO BE ON FACEBOOK ALL DAY AT WORK!”

• “I HAVE A 1ST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO CRITICIZE THE PRESIDENT…THE 
GOVERNOR…THE MAYOR…A COUNTY COMMISSIONER…MY SUPERVISOR!”

• “I HAVE A 1ST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO SAY HOW TERRIBLE MY DEPARTMENT IS!”

• “I HAVE A 1ST AMENDMENT RIGHT TO ESPOUSE HATE SPEECH!”



THE ANSWER: IT’S COMPLICATED

• State, federal, municipal employers cannot retaliate against public employees 
for engaging in “protected speech.”

• But not all speech is protected
• If you threaten harm upon someone, you go to jail.

• If you give state secrets to an enemy foreign government, you go to prison.

• If you divulge private data, you may lose your job.

• If your words cause disruption in the workplace, you may lose your job.



“PUBLIC CONCERN” BALANCING TEST

• In 1968, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that public employee speech involving 
matters of “public concern” constitutes protected speech under the First 
Amendment.  Pickering v. Board of Ed.

• The Court articulated a “balancing” test that is still used today:
• “[T]he interests of the [employee] as a citizen, in commenting on matters of public 

concern” must be balanced against “the interest of the State as an employer, in 
promoting the efficiency of the public services it performs through its employees.”



WHAT IS A “MATTER OF PUBLIC CONCERN”?

• No hard-and-fast rule; just Supreme Court guidance from public employee 
cases:

• The allocation of school funds and alleged misrepresentation to public about spending;

• Statements about an allegedly racist school policy;

• Criticism about government waste and inefficiency (but only if speech not self-interested)

• Adequacy of funding for emergency services

• Environmental violations

• Dress code at a public school



GENERALLY, PUBLIC CONCERN INVOLVES:

• Elections,

• Pending legislation,

• Corruption,

• Race discrimination,

• Public health and safety, and

• Have received media attention, public debate, and are part of local discourse

Easy, right?
No, incredibly vague and 

subjective!



“[T]HE INTERESTS OF THE [EMPLOYEE] AS A CITIZEN, IN 
COMMENTING ON MATTERS OF PUBLIC CONCERN”

• If the employee is griping about something with a clear self interest, she is not 
speaking as a citizen and her speech may not receive protection.

• “There is not enough funding for social services in my county!  If there were, I’d be paid 
better!”

• Speech like this suggests a disgruntled employee, not a citizen raising a matter of public 
concern



ANOTHER WRINKLE…

• If it’s part of your job, it’s not private speech.

In Garcetti v. Ceballos, a case that went to the Supreme Court, a district attorney claimed he was 
passed up for a promotion because he wrote an internal memo that was critical of a deputy sheriff 

and recommended dismissing a high profile case because the deputy lied on a warrant.

The Supreme Court said, even if that were true, it wouldn’t matter because the district 
attorney was doing his job…not speaking as a private citizen against the government



A public employee retains “a degree of First Amendment protection” when 
she “speaks as a citizen addressing matters of  public concern.”

Bonn v. City of Omaha, 623 F.3d 587, 592 (8th Cir. 2010).

“My boss is a @#$^& because 
he didn’t give me a raise!”

“The University of Minnesota is violating 
the rights of its employees by imposing 
unreasonable speech restrictions!”



A “DEGREE OF” FIRST AMENDMENT PROTECTION.
NOT “UNLIMITED” PROTECTION.

No protection where the “potential disruptiveness of the speech … outweigh[s] 
whatever First Amendment value it might have had.”  

Waters v. Churchill, 511 U.S. 661, 680 (1994).



THE CASE OF LEAH PALMER
A PUBLIC EMPLOYEE AND HER FACEBOOK POST

To my conservative friends decrying the violent riots in #Baltimore:

We live in a  violent society:  The NRA says so-it’s one of their main tenants [sic] to 
supporting (read: pushing) conceal/carry and open carry laws.

We answer global violence with war and when we don’t, John McCain yells and 
stomps, and Ted Cruz says diplomacy is a waste of time.

Violence is okay in movies like Divergent, The Hunger Games, Transformers, and other 
PG-13 motives.  But, if you throw sex in there, forget your PG-13 rating; it’s R. ***

So when youth in Baltimore who live in worse conditions than youth in Nigeria, finally 
break down in the face of police-sanctioned HOMICIDE, is anyone surprised that 
violence is the result???  According to the GOP that’s just business as usual in every 
other part of our society.



DOES THE SPEECH TOUCH OF A MATTER OF PUBLIC 
CONCERN?

• The wake of the high profile police-involved deaths.
• Freddie Gray (Baltimore)

• Michael Brown (St. Louis)

• Eric Garner (New York City)

• Black Lives Matter movement in full swing.

• Issue being discussed all over the country and the world.



ABOUT THE EMPLOYEE…

• Worked for a vigorously non-partisan elected official
• “To my conservative friends…”

• NRA / John McCain / Ted Cruz

• “According to the GOP, that’s just business as usual…”

• Worked for a county attorney who prosecutes crime
• “So when youth in Baltimore…finally break down in the face of police-sanctioned 

HOMICIDE, is anyone surprised that violence is the result?

• Worked as the spokesperson for the county attorney



MORE ABOUT THE SITUATION…

• Palmer’s role was to act as a liaison between CAO and the Sheriff’s Office

• Facebook friends with co-workers and members of local law enforcement

• Word of the posting spread quickly and became topic debate 

• Members of law enforcement offended by characterization of “police-
sanctioned HOMICIDE”



THE FALLOUT…

• Angered sheriff calls the county attorney and says:
• I do “not want Leah ever in my office again if she has that attitude toward police”

• Disruption among two offices that partner in law enforcement efforts

• Palmer got in trouble:
• Postings like this “not okay”
• Violation of social media policy
• Keep your politics out of the office

• Palmer apologized to sheriff

• And kept her job.



SIX WEEKS LATER…ANOTHER POSTING

• “I know I’m not supposed to talk politics anymore, but this opinion piece nails it.  
Please – no comments…but if you like it, share it.”

• Keith Ellison article from The Guardian, The link between police tactics and economic conditions 
cannot be ignored

• “harsh police tactics in black communities”
• Minneapolis boy not being “overly dramatic” when he said “at least I got maced [by police] 

and not shot”
• Economic policies of Republicans since Reagan “just as harmful” as “nearly 250 years of 

slavery and 100 years of Jim Crow segregation”

• “You’re fired!”



PALMER SUED, CLAIMING 1ST AMENDMENT RETALIATION

Public Concern balancing test

Employer’s Interests:
• “The Court cannot emphasize enough the unique nature 

of the [County Attorney’s] and Palmer’s positions.”
• “[I]t was critical that all law-enforcement officers have 

the utmost confidence in the [County Attorney].”
• “[F]ew employment relationships require more trust 

than…and elected official and his spokesperson.”
• The County Attorney “understandably lost confidence in 

her judgment, and he reasonably predicted that law-
enforcement officers and others whom he served would 

be offended by her Facebook posts.”

Employee’s Interests:
• “There is little to be found on 

Palmer’s side of the equation.”
• “Palmer does not have any 

particular expertise on the 
issues…nor was she… 

contributing previously unknown 
facts or insights to the public 

debate.”
• “She was simply adding her 

views to the views of countless 
others.”



THE RESULT: The court found that she spoke 
as a citizen on a matter of 

public concern.

But, as the spokesperson for the 
elected chief law enforcement 

official in the county, she 
caused disruption by 

ostracizing certain constituents 
(Republicans) and upsetting 

relations with law enforcement 
agencies.



OTHER SOCIAL MEDIA CASES
“Like,” really?

Vincent v. Story County, Iowa (2014)

 Victim-witness coordinator “liked” 
a Facebook post about a relative 
who was shot by police:  “My friend 
was not the piece of sh** you say 
he was!  He was a good person you 
shot for no reason and now you must 
cover it up!”

 “Social media speech tends 
to be in an abbreviated 
vernacular, but it is still speech.”

Bland v. Roberts (4th Cir. 2013)

 “That a user may use a single mouse click to 

produce that message that he likes the page 

instead of typing the same message with several 

individual key strokes is of no constitutional 

significance.”



THE TAKEAWAY


Understanding how to navigate 
social media is crucial in this 
digital era -- not only to 
protect your privacy, but to 
avoid any online blunders that 
could cost you your job and 
reputation.



WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU SAY, “I CAN’T BELIEVE HE 
POSTED THAT…”

• Report to a supervisor, HR, county attorney’s office, if the posting is:
• seriously offensive, 

• illegal (data breach), 

• harassing toward a colleague or client (cyber-bullying), or

• involves government business 

• DO NOT re-post, comment online, or call additional attention to the posting

• Maintain some perspective about the gravity of online statements
• Does the statement meet one of the above characteristics, or is it just a “stupid thing to say” 



Baby sloths. Totally fine! Political rants. Ack! Nooo!



KNOW YOUR LINGO
FWIW

DYK? Much communication on the 
interwebz ;) is  in emojis and txtg
shorthand. If u want 2 keep , u need 
2 learn the txt basics. Srsly. 

H/T to @Time for this handy list.

Other things to know: 
Handles, hashtags, tagging, posting, emojis, 
following vs. friending, UNfriending, blocking, 
hiding, lists, trending, check-in. 

https://twitter.com/TIME
http://time.com/4373616/text-abbreviations-acronyms/
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